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Synopsis
Last August, on the 5th, novelist Toni Morrison, first
black woman author being awarded the Nobel Prize
of Literature, passed away at the age of 88. Her eleven
novels were translated in dozens of languages,
and she is considered a true figurehead of AfricanAmerican literature. She, who Barack Obama
remembered as “a national treasure” the day after
she died, has considerably marked the History of
the United States through her commitments and the
literary and cultural revolution she has initiated. For
almost 50 years, being by turns a critic, a book editor,
a college professor, a creative author of novels,
poems and essays, Morrison claimed the invention
of a black writing and brought the light on what was

kept quiet, smothered, in the US history. She put words
on and pointed out what was silenced and repressed:
the Black history.
With her fifth book, Beloved, published in 1987,
Toni Morrison created a deflagration in the AfricanAmerican history. The novel is inspired by the true
story of Margaret Garner, a fugitive slave in the 19th
century, who decided to slit her daughter’s throat to
spare her the same destiny. For the first time, a black
novelist depicted slavery, from the point of view of
those who suffered from it. It was an unprecedented
historical and literary event. A narrative that still
resonates today.
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The Southern Heritage
For Morrison, Margaret Garner’s story directly echoes
her own childhood recollection, this appalling
injustice that deprived Afro-Americans of a whole
part of their history.
Born in 1931 in Lorain, Ohio, and granddaughter of
former slaves, Toni Morrison grew-up in a segregated
America, this America, “even though merely
populated by, except for Natives, immigrants, still
decided to hold skin colour, whiteness, as its unifying
force”. If her father, a working welder, was not fond
of white people, her mother, her, was more confident
in the future. Her grandmother played a significant
role in her life, including by telling her everything
about the Southern Blacks’ folklore, rites and deities.
“My grandmother left her house in the middle of the
night because she owed the landlord money. She left
with 30 dollars and her seven children without even
knowing where she headed. These people had great
courage; they also were very generous and had a lot
of humour”. Morrison would later say.
Even though the abolition of slavery in the South
of the United States was the outcome of the Civil
War, in 1965, black populations suffered from legal
segregation afterwards. From the Sun Belt to the
Midwest Plains, each and every black family was to
abide by the Jim Crow laws. Toni Morrison was born in
this America where signs of ostracism were plentiful,
insidious and, worst of all, integrated by everyone.
Those close to her fuelled her curiosity with stories
and family tales, which swiftly fed the passion she
had for reading.
In the 1950s, the young woman studied literature at
Howard, prestigious African-American university
nicknamed “the Black Harvard”. This period saw the
beginning of the Civil Rights Movement, of the Jim

Crow laws repeal and the rise of figures such as Rosa
Parks and Martin Luther King Jr. This was the moment
friendships would be built and where the roots of her
activism would start growing.
Right after being graduated, Toni Morrison was
hired by the Texas University to teach AfricanAmerican history. Whereas she merely knew it in an
anecdotal manner before then, she truly grasped
her people’s history at this stage of her experience.
She also discovered the activism of her students,
among which were future leaders of the Black cause,
already members of the Black Panther Party or young
protesters marching in the South to encourage Blacks
to register to vote. From then on, her engagement
would only grow deeper.
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The first lights of a fight
In 1964, still a university professor, pregnant with her
second son and in the thick of a divorce, she answered
a classified ad for a textbook’s editor job. This is how
she joined the famous Random House publishers.
She quickly decided to focus on solely publishing
rare Afro-American authors to showcase the black
literature: Muhammad Ali, her friend Angela Davis,
but also Black Panther Huey Newton or poet Henry
Dumas.
But by looking for writers capable of recounting
the black condition and heritage, Toni Morrison
stumbled across a hurdled she had not planned.
Indeed, she realised that African Americans had so
far only taken over testimony, but not fiction, which
remained Whites authors’ prerogative. Her decision
was thus made: she would be the one to write the first
novel.
In 1970, Morrison started her author carrier with The
Bluest Eye. This first book, which received minimal
attention from the critique and was quite disliked
by the black community, tells the story of an eleven-

year-old girl, who, because she find herself struggling
with the apparent difference of her blackness, longs
to have blue eyes. This novel would set the basis of her
commitment as a writer. But she would have to wait
until 1977 and the publication of her third work, Song
of Solomon, heir to the oral tradition and African
legends, to know actual nationwide success.
Through her research to publish The Black Book, a
collage-like book that includes 300 years of AfricanAmerican history and imagery, Toni Morrison came
upon the story of an infanticide committed by an
enslaved woman rejecting the idea of her children
sharing her fate in a 19th century newspaper. By
gathering the press cuttings of this period, the author
was awestruck by the calmness and serenity of
Margaret Garner’s testimony. She absolutely needed
to understand what happened in this black woman’s
mind, slave and mother, who perpetrated the worst
of crimes: killing her own child. She then tackled the
writing of what will turn out to be her most renown
but also controverted book: Beloved.
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A work of remembering in the
midst of the Reagan’s years
When Beloved is published, in a tense political
conservatism context in which the improvement
of black people’s rights is unlikely, the piece is a
bombshell. Toni Morrison shattered the decorum,
and denounced the discomfort within this story made
of violence and hatred.
Breaking with the image of the reified, objectified
black slave has become her duty. She made her
mission to put an end to the attempts to embroider
slavery as in the classic Uncle Tom’s Cabin by Harriet
Beecher Stowe, a novel written by a white woman
for white readers. According to Toni Morrison,
the telling of former colonised does not rest with
former colonisers. The story of Margaret Garner
will therefore be told at the most intimate, from the
point of view of the heroin, now Sethe. Fruit of the
encounter between Garner and Morrison, Sethe, in
the novel, is free. She is raising her younger daughter
Denver who did not experience slavery, and is
confronted with the ghost of her sacrificed daughter,
back from the dead: Beloved. Not having control over
your own body, seeing your children sold, not being
able to hope for nor create a family and, ultimately,
finding yourself unrestrained yet facing the difficulty
of being reborn in your humanity: with Beloved, Toni

Morrison frontally takes on the tragedy of servitude
in a society where body pain is slaves’ daily lot.
In this America split in two, Toni Morrison’s strength
is to summon everyone involved, slaves and masters,
those pro-slavery and abolitionists, and to put
words on the everyday life of the enslaved, a fugitive
growing into an independent woman, yet tormented
by her condition of black woman, haunted by her past.
Beloved was a national event in the United States,
critically and publicly acclaimed. Numbers of
authors praised the novel and were outraged by the
fact that it was not awarded by any national prize:
around fifty black American writers and critics, such
as Maya Angelou, published an opinions page in the
New York Times to plainly denounce the censorship.
Soon after, Tony Morrison won the Pulitzer Prize and
became, five years later, the first African-American
author to receive the Nobel Prize for having “given
the Afro-American people their history back, piece
by piece”. In 1998, the novel even was adapted into
a film, starring Oprah Winfrey as the lead role, while
a new adaptation was created in 2002, for the opera
this time.

“And when the top of her dress was around her hips and he saw
the sculpture her back had become, like the decorative work of an
ironsmith too passionate for display, he could think but not say, “Aw,
Lord, girl.” And he would tolerate no peace until he had touched
every ridge and leaf of it with his mouth, none of which Sethe could
feel because her back skin had been dead for years.”
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A Black Writing?
The fact that some people have predicted she would
be considered a great writer only the day she would
be able to write about Whites made her laugh: “Do
we ask great white writers why they don’t write about
Blacks?”
Toni Morrison has always fully embraced her will to
prioritize writing for Black readers. With Jazz, her
sixth novel published in 1992, she continued passing
on the African-American community’s heritage. This
dark and captivating novel traces the epic of the
1920s, those roaring years which witnessed Blacks
leaving South to travel up to Harlem, and which
also saw the birth and rise of a revolutionary music
style, jazz, embodied by Louis Armstrong’s magical
trumpet.
But she mostly claimed the universality of her work.
“The challenge for me is to write well enough so that
the racial question appears both important and not
so important”. Morrison continuously demonstrated
how much race is a deeply rooted construction, left to
deconstruct. Her seventh book, Paradise, published

in 1998, is a tale on utopia and racism. It tells the
story of an ideal black community, in a small town
of Oklahoma in the 1970s, separated from the white
world, yet stuck in a puritan and patriarchal system.
By publishing Love, in 2003, the author once again
tackled the communitarianism ideal through the
story of an inheritance disputed by six women. She
openly dared to question the consequences of the
Civil Rights Movement on the integration of Blacks
in the American society, and the establishment of
segregation through money. Convinced that an artist
should always remain free, Toni Morrison’s stand
for civil rights never was sectarian. In 2008, she
supported Barack Obama only after a long period of
observation. The novelist always refused labels: “If I
was once given the Nobel Prize, it is not because I am
a woman or because I am Black, no offense to some
of the gentlemen who wholeheartedly cared for this
subject, but because what I have written opened a
door which isn’t going to close up”. Her engagement,
as she asserted, was, above all, literary.
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Legacy
Haloed of success after the publication of Beloved,
Toni Morrison kept on teaching and animating
writing workshops in many American universities
such as Howard, Yale or Princeton. Black identity,
gender, race, black people’s place in the American
history and culture are as many themes she
uncompromisingly addressed in front of a constantly
growing audience. In her wake, Toni Morrison paved
the way to a new form of writing and to a generation
of authors like Brit Benett, Jesmyn Ward, Yaa Gyasi...
Morrison represents some kind of a dream of unity
and reconciliation going well beyond her novels. The
writer was never reluctant to publicly denounce the
dysfunctions and injustices of the American society,
which she scrutinised from a critical, clairvoyant,
humanist eye. In 2004, on the 50th anniversary of
school desegregation, Toni Morrison published
a children’s book for the occasion, securing her
resolution to pass on the African-American legacy.
Nowadays, Beloved is, among other novels, the
object of ban requests in American schools and
libraries. The book disturbs, unsettles, points out
what is problematic in today’s America, the America
of Donald Trump, whose slogan “Make America Great
Again” Morrison considered eminently racist: “the
question here is not to make America great again but
to make it white again.”
Toni Morrison was indignant at the image America
cultivates of itself, the image of a so-called innocent
America where murders such as those that happened
in Baltimore, Cleveland, Los Angles, Charlotte,
Chicago, Pittsburgh, or again Ferguson become
more and more recurrent, an America where police
brutality and permanent inequalities are gangrening

the country.
Indeed, fifty years after the founding of the
revolutionary movement for the liberation of the
Blacks, the progress made by the United States can be
considered questionable: economic disparities, gaps
in education, health and justice demonstrate that
inequalities between Blacks and Whites still linger
in this country. Two generations later, and since the
establishment of the Black Panthers in Oakland in
1966, the Black Lives Matter movement took over the
Party in response to police brutality. The movement
saw the day in 2013, through the use of a viral hashtag
on Twitter after the acquittal of neighbourhood
watch coordinator George Zimmerman, who fatally
shot high school student Trayvon Martin in Florida,
was made public. Three women, willing to set social
injustice as the backbone of their demands, in
addition to the end of police violence, have launched
it. Federal government appears to be helpless before
this collective popular voice which, as in the 50s, 60s
and 70s, has spawn new movements for the defence
of civil rights.
As the 2020 elections are approaching, another
debate, this one centenarian, recurs. The conversation
about reparation for slaves’ descendants resumes.
If some local initiatives attempted a few gestures,
nothing political was implemented nationwide.
Beloved is the blurred mirror of this patchwork
America, this fantasised Melting Pot, land of
segregation and white supremacy, where white men
are in power, where the black community struggles
to build its identity and where the emancipation of
black women is impossible. Its whole strength lies in
its universality.

“Beloved was a turning point in the History of this country and of
the world. Morrison urged us to imagine people who were slaves
as human beings, individuals with their own subjectivity, who also
loved, who also had imagination, even as they were subjected to the
most horrendous mode of oppression. We can never think of slavery
in the same way after reading this novel.”
Angela Davis
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Forecasted speakers
Mona Jenkins
Mona Jenkins organizes protests against police violence and
racism in Cincinnati (Mass Action for Black Liberation).

Yiyun Li
Yiyun Li is a Chinese-American writer who is widely read and recognized by
English speakers. She is best known for Where Reasons End, a book in which
she converses with her missing son.

Nikki M. Taylor
Dr. Nikki M. Taylor is a professor of history specializing in 19th
century African-American history. Her subspecialties are urban,
African-American women, and intellectual history.

Nikki Giovanni
Close friend of Toni Morrison, Nikki Giovanni is a poet, writer, activist
and educator. Her poetry and writings have helped shape the Black Arts
Movement.

Peter Sellars
Peter Sellars is an American theater director. Dear friend of Toni
Morrison, he directed her play Desdemona.
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